8 reasons
to choose Willis Towers Watson
Health & Benefits
Going over and above to
deliver market-leading
customer service

“

The levels of support and professionalism
since 2004 have fostered a sense of trust in
the advice and guidance that we receive.

Jack Garside, Axon Garside & Co Ltd

”

Reason 1

OUR CUSTOMER RETENTION RATE
IS MORE THAN 94%

So what?

Give me an example

Our customers stay with us for years for a

An employee injures his shoulder in a workplace

reason. We don’t just pop up at retention time

accident. He needs surgery but with waiting lists,

once a year, then it’s tumbleweed for 12 months.

treatment and recovery time, it is estimated he

Your personal account manager is available

would be off work for nearly two years.

throughout the year to help you to access a

Our nurses negotiate with the Employer’s

broad range of supplementary support offered

Liability insurer who covers the costs of a private

by the wider team. Need someone to fight your

consultation and treatment. He is treated within a

employee’s corner? We’ve got you covered. Need

month and after physiotherapy and rehabilitation,

to find out how your benefits offering compares

is back at work within six months.

with your competitors? Meet our benchmarking
team.
We also keep you up to date with the latest
market happenings and how they might
affect you through a regular series of monthly
enewsletters and advice guides.

Total savings including the cost of two years
off work and the potential claim against the
employer for pain and suffering is £35,000.

“

Their customer
service has been
nothing less than
exemplary.

”

Mr Bunn (PMI scheme member)

Reason 2

97% OF OUR SCHEME MEMBERS
RATE US AS GOOD OR EXCELLENT

So what?

Give me an example

Every time we help your employee to submit a

One employee, who’d been with a well known

claim, every time we lend a shoulder along with

medical insurance provider for 17 years, found

expert advice, every time we take away the fear…

out that his premium was due to go up by nearly

you get the credit. And that’s how it should be.

22% which he couldn’t afford. We managed to

When staff are happy, they share their positive

find him significantly better cover for half the

feedback with other employees, all reflecting

price through our detailed market knowledge and

positively on you.

two-phase quality control process which involves
two account handlers in every case to ensure
that full value is being found for each and every
client. We saved him £2,500 and won a Health
Insurance magazine award for it last year.

“

We use WTW to broker our group life,
permanent health and death in service insurance
policies and the service has been exemplary.

Denise Osborn, HR Manager

”

Reason 3

WE’VE WON 30 AWARDS IN 5 YEARS

So what?

Give me an example

We believe strongly in demonstration not

We’ve won 30 industry awards over the past

proclamation. It’s not just us saying we go over

five years alone, more than twice as many as

and above for our customers - it’s a panel of

any other intermediary in the UK - including two

industry leaders judging some of the toughest

specifically for excellent customer service. We’ve

and competitive awards in the business.

also been named Health Insurance magazine’s
Intermediary of the Year three times in the last
five years, as well as the Cover Excellence
Healthcare Intermediary of the Year in 2015.

“

The nurses have proved themselves
invaluable time and time again in helping
our employees to access the right
treatment as quickly as possible.

Julia Morton,
Company Secretary, Camellia Plc

”

Reason 4

1 IN 10 OF OUR CLIENT-FACING
PEOPLE IS MEDICALLY QUALIFIED

We have a large in-house team of registered nurses,

consultant fees to bring them down into line with

occupational health advisors, physiotherapists and

insurer limits, enabling surgery and reducing the

OH consultant physicians. Nursing specialisms

need for any shortfall payments by employees or

include cardiology, musculoskeletal, mental health,

employers.

oncology, orthopaedics, paediatrics and occupational
health.

Give me an example

So what?

A scheme member who needed really complex

Medical knowledge empowers our staff to fight your

allowed insurer network. One of our Healthcare

employee’s corner far more effectively with both

Concierge nurses called both the surgeon and the

insurers and medical professionals than a typical call

anaesthetist and persuaded them firstly, to use a

centre worker. This means that employees get faster

hospital recognised by the insurer and secondly, to

access to better quality healthcare and a much

limit their fees to within the insurer’s fee guidelines.

faster return to good health and the workplace.

We saved the employee around £4,000 in treatment

Our nurses’ expert knowledge of treatment types
and durations means that they regularly challenge

surgery wanted to use a hospital outside of his

costs and also offered him ongoing counselling after
the operation.

“

The renewal process is so painless
thanks to your professionalism.

”

Sharon Dea, HR Administrator and Finance & Admin Manager, HAKI Ltd

Reason 5

55% OF OUR CLIENT FACING PEOPLE HAVE A
CII (CHARTERED INSURANCE INSTITUTE) QUALIFICATION

So what?
Ongoing commitment to industry qualifications
means that our consultants are always ahead of
the curve on new products and solutions, as well
as any legislation or industry developments which
may impact on employers.
Market knowledge also gives us the power to

We are also committed to sharing the latest
technical knowledge, invaluable industry insights
and expert advice with our clients through regular
email updates throughout the year.

Give me an example

spot opportunities to save our clients significant

A recent review for a manufacturer highlighted

amounts of money.

the significant and growing ongoing cost of an

For us, a renewal is not a tick box exercise. We
take the time to understand your needs and
research the market thoroughly, giving you detailed
reports of your options with our recommendations
and rationale – so you can be confident you’re
making the right choice.

open Dependants’ Pension scheme. We suggested
they close the scheme while increasing the life
insurance benefit to include a generous lump sum
payout for each employee – well above the UK
average. The move saved the company £130,000
without creating disgruntled employees.

“

The nurse-led claims team have been
instrumental in not only managing and
reducing costs but also in helping our staff
with their caring approach.

”

Fiona Wood, Payroll & Benefits Executive, The North of England P&I Association Limited

Reason 6

WE’VE BEEN AROUND FOR 30+ YEARS

So what?

Give me an example

With more than 30 years already under our

We were the first ones to launch nurse-led claims

belt, we know the health insurance market

management back in 1992, where registered

back to front and inside out. We’ve developed

nurses, rather than call centre workers, handle all

strong relationships with all the major health

health insurance claims. Last year, when one of

and protection insurers, so you can trust us to

our PMI scheme members with a heart problem

leverage our considerable global negotiating

needed an operation on his hand, his consultant

power to source the most comprehensive and

advised that a specialist heart anaesthetist

cost-effective cover for your organisation.

should be present. The insurer rejected this
request as ‘not necessary’ so we stepped in to
overturn the decision and deliver on optimum
level of care for the patient.

“

Having the same dedicated nurse who can
talk you through the process, recommend
hospitals and surgeons and let you know what
to expect is absolutely invaluable.

Pippa Crewe, Head of HR UK, RPS Group plc

”

Reason 7

MORE THAN A THIRD OF FTSE 100
LISTED COMPANIES ARE OUR CLIENTS

So what?

Give me an example

You’re in good company. With some of the UK’s

We work closely with a leading fashion retailer

best known brands on our 2,400+ client list, we

to support their Mental Wellbeing Charter and

offer a full advisory service looking at employee

Policy. As well as brokering their private medical

benefits as part of a much bigger picture,

insurance we also offer both strategic and

embracing employee wellbeing as well as on

hands-on support, showcasing the company’s

ongoing cost control and absence management.

Employee Assistance Programme at a series

But we also understand the time and cost
pressures faced by busy SMEs.

of seminars, for example, during World Mental
Health awareness events.
The 24-hour helpline offers employees free
access to BACP certified counsellors, as well as
more general advice on wider sources of stress
including debt support, how to look after elderly
family members, benefits entitlement and even
neighbour dispute resolution.

Reason 8

WE HELP YOU SEE THE BIGGER PICTURE

At Willis Towers Watson Health & Benefits,
we offer a number of different services which
provide organisations with powerful market
insights about their benefits and how they
compare with other similar organisations and
industries.

So what?

“

We always have easy
access to practical and
proactive support for both our
HR team and our employees.

”

Rachel McDonald, Director of Human Resources, Innserve Limited

By filling the knowledge gap about where
you sit amongst your peers, we can help you
to make more informed decisions and keep
one step ahead of your competitors. You can
find out where you might be underperforming
and the right benefit coverage across job

Give me an example
Now in its ninth year, the annually updated Willis Towers
Watson Benefits Data Source holds records from 16,000
organisations in 122 countries including salary data for
hundreds of different job titles and roles across dozens of
industries and specialties.
We also run market-leading surveys and independent
research including Benefits Trends (What are employers’
key benefit challenges), Global Benefits Attitudes (What
employees think about their benefits and what values
they attach to them) and Global Medical Trends (Why
medical costs are rising and what cost management
techniques employers are using to manage them).

levels for your sector, to make sure you’re not

We send monthly updates and practical HR advice guides

providing too much or too little.

which help you to stay compliant and ahead of the curve
on market developments which might affect employers.
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